
Autumn - Winter 2015

Tutto Piccolo, true to its style, capable to renew season by season the best classic designs, 
show its most tender choice, warm and stylish for winter. This is a Collection with intense colors 
for boys and girls and tender and delicate hues for babies. And always, in all cases, they have 
been naturally woven becoming warm fabrics that surround them a caress.

No matter that the days get shorter and the cold weather gets worse. Our kids will enjoy winter 
with this Collection created for this Winter 2015.

InIn order to wrap up our kids when they go outside, Tutto Piccolo proposes a warm hug of fluffy 
quillted jackets,  classic little wool coats and versatile parkas. It can not miss the knitted hats, 
gloves and matching scarves, so that our children can make fun of thermometer.

Our Collection includes clothes to wear under our jackets and coats, which are comfortable 
clothing made of the finest cotton fabrics and Jacquard with velvet effect. Toasty flannel and 
viyellas fabrics. Plushes are also used with the softest touch and the best tweeds. And for a 
holiday, classy taffeta and guipure details.

ThisThis Winter Collection is also a challenge of intense colour, perfect to face the coldest days. 
Pink, light blue, white and grey colours that stad out the ultimate tenderness of babies. For 
boys and girls, red and pink of different intensities (from pale pink and fuchsia to burgundy) 
and blue in several hues (from dark blue to denim) that mix to form tartan patterns. We also 
have green water and elegant combinations of orange with navy and ochre colours with 
indigo one. Other colours that will finish our Collection are dark grey and white, that give even 
more intensity to our idea. The designs for winter also include monochrome floral fine patterns 
and subtle tie rack drawings.and subtle tie rack drawings.

In short, a new proposal of the most international kids fashion brand of Spain, that shows its 
ability to design and make garments with loving care, that give warmth and comfort. And with 
its unmistakable style to create designs for the whole childhood.


